Weatherhead Conversion Kits

**FXT-400**

The Weatherhead T-400 can be very simply converted to crimp Flextral products with this easy to use conversion kit.

**The FXT-400 includes:**
- FXT-400PT Push tube
- FXT-400DB Die Bowl
- FXT-400SH Blue Flextral Shroud with crimp chart

**Dies & Spacer Rings:**
The FXT-400 requires FX17 Series crimp dies and spacer rings.

**Capacity:**
- Teflon Hose $\frac{3}{16}$" thru 1"
- Thermoplastic Hose $\frac{3}{8}$" thru 1"
- Air Conditioning $\frac{5}{16}$" thru $\frac{5}{8}$"
- 1-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{5}{8}$" thru 1"
- 2-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{1}{4}$" thru 1"
- 4-Spiral Hose $\frac{3}{4}$" thru 1¼"
- 6-Spiral Hose $\frac{1}{2}$" thru 1¼"

**FXT-420**

The Weatherhead T-420 can be very simply converted to crimp Flextral products with this easy to use conversion kit.

**The FXT-420 includes:**
- FX21DBI Die Bowl
- FXT-420SH Blue Flextral Shroud with crimp chart

**Dies & Spacer Rings:**
The FXT-420 requires FX21 Series crimp dies and spacer rings.

**Capacity:**
- Teflon Hose $\frac{3}{16}$" thru 1"
- Thermoplastic Hose $\frac{3}{8}$" thru 1"
- Air Conditioning Hose $\frac{5}{16}$" thru $\frac{5}{8}$"
- 1-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{5}{8}$" thru 1¼"
- 2-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{1}{4}$" thru 1¼"
- 4-Spiral Hose $\frac{3}{4}$" thru 1¼"
- 6-Spiral Hose $\frac{1}{2}$" thru 1¼"

**FXT-480**

The Weatherhead T-480 can be very simply converted to crimp Flextral products with this easy to use conversion kit.

**The FXT-480 includes:**
- FX21DBI Die Bowl

**Dies & Spacer Rings:**
The FXT-480 requires FX21 Series crimp dies and spacer rings.

**Capacity:**
- Teflon Hose $\frac{3}{16}$" thru 1"
- Thermoplastic Hose $\frac{3}{8}$" thru 1"
- Air Conditioning Hose $\frac{5}{16}$" thru $\frac{5}{8}$"
- 1-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{5}{8}$" thru 1"
- 2-Wire Braid Hose $\frac{1}{4}$" thru 1"
- 4-Spiral Hose $\frac{3}{4}$" thru 1"
- 6-Spiral Hose $\frac{1}{2}$" thru 1"